
 

 

 

 

 
WHAT PARTCIPANTS SAY 

 
1. Sushila Repswal, Sbbj, Jhunjunu: Sir, your class & CAIIB notes were excellent. Passed with 52, 54 & 61 

marks. Now I need your notes for certificate courses. Thank you very much for CAIIB, sir. 
2. Shyam Vinnakota, Sbm, Nellore : 9494234304: Studied your CAIIB notes only for 15 days. The notes just 

created a amgic and I passed with very good marks of 64, 55 & 70. Your notes are a magically 
wonderful!!! 

3. Arun Nim, Sbi, Ghaziabad : 9810187962: I am one of your students of notes. I loved your CAIIB notes 
especially BFM, most of the numerical were from your notes. 

4. Renuka Bhiwgade, Sbi, Amravati: Feeling glad about successful completion of JAIIB in first attempt 
(51,54,63). Thank you so much sir for your valuable guidance in the class at Secunderabad.,  

5. Tanay Srivastava, Sbi, Bhopal: 9827230987: Thanks a lot sir. Because of your classes I scored 60 marks in 
BFM and that too in my last attempt. 

6. Swati Vijayvargia, BOB, Jaipur: Have cleared my CAIIB with 65, 49, 65 marks. All thanks to you. Your 
classes & the study material was a great help indeed for me to achieve this. 

7. Arlin Sebastian, South Indian Bank, Ernakulam: Passed CAIIB with 68, 51, 67 marks in the very first 
attempt. Exam was tough, but the credit goes to your notes & sample questions. Thank you, sir.  

8. Mohit Verma, Sbi, Patna: 7250900288: Thanks a lot sir. Thank you so much. I have cleared CAIIB solely 
because of your classes sir.  

9. Kamal Prajapat, Sbp, Jodhpur: 9602202946: I am very thankful to you that now i have completed JAIIB, 
CAIIB & Promotion test for CLK to Officer with Your classes & study material. 

10. Sreekanth, SBI, Secunderabad: 9032741681: I have successfully completed accounting paper. Most of 
the questions in the paper are similar to the questions in your material. Thanks for such a good material.    

11. Anand Kumar, UBI, Ernakulam: 9495590620: I m very pleased to inform you, I passed accountancy as 
well as principle paper (JAIIB). Very very thanks to you for your efforts and dedication toward us 
(bankers) . Sir I got 66 marks in Accountancy only and only because of you. I attended your class 
conducted in Ernakulam and studied study material given by you which is surely prepared by you with 
your experience of banking life. Once again thank you so much sir. I would like to attend your CAIIB class 
next sem. Where ever I will be at that time, I will attend only your classes.  

12. Subhash K Singh, SBP, Hoshiarpur:9779584975:I appeared for my Accounting and Finance Paper 
yesterday. The study material provided by you was of immense help. While solving the paper it was like I 
m solving your practice set. Please accept my bucket of thanks for providing such a wonderful study 
material.         

13. Dennis D Souza, Vijaya Bank, Mumbai:9343163634: CAIIB cleared in Single attempt.   
14. Varun, UCO, Ernakulam:8547924836:CAIIB Kochi Batch, Oct.2013: I passed CAIIB sir, ABM-67, BFM-51, 

Retail-68. Thanks a lot sir, without u this would not be possible. Thank you.   
15. Avinash Yadav, SBI, Khargone: avinash.yadav@sbi.co.in : Main CAIIB pass ho gaya. Thank you so much. 
16. Uma Shankar Sahu, SBI, Jaswantnagar: Thanks & congratulations. I passed CAIIB. I attended your class 

with my brother Jitendra Kumar Sahu at Lucknow. Jitender has also passed.  
17. Ria Catherine Peter from BOB, Ernakulam: Sir, With your support I passed CAIIB in 1st chance ... thank 

you very much sir. 
18. Pawan Gupta, SBI, Pilibhit: 9411260471: CAIIB results Dec.13: ABM:51, BFM:55, Rural Banking:51. 

Thanks you sir for your guidance to get success.  
19. Chitra Arya, BOB, Mumbai: I have cleared CAIIB in my first attempt. Thanks for support & guidance. My 

banking maths was not good – U made my concepts clear 
20.  Manpreet Kaur, Allahabad Bank, Jabalpur: Your notes really helped me to score. Thanks for all the 

efforts u made for us. 
21. Jyoti Pawar, Sbi, Indore : Sir, your coaching classes had been just superb, I have become an admirer of 

yours. 
22. Vishakha Kale, SBI:  Your notes are very useful, I got 62 in ABM 
23. Sumit Srivastav, BOI,Basti: Sir we are pleased to inform you that I have been promoted to Scale-II in my 

current organization, Bank of India, in only 1 year 9 months. This all credit goes to your books. My BM 
also got promted from Scale-II to III. He has also read your books. He said to me that I have never seen 
this type of book in my life. We both are promoted after reading your books. Really your books are 
amazing. Now provide us with JAIIB books. 

24. M Krishna Chaitanaya, SBI, Guntur: 9704369976: Sir, I have completed JAIIB with the help of your 
material, Sir, 
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